
Percentage distribution of the legible coins is thus
as follows:

Recent volumes of Contrebis have contained what have
turned out to be episodes in the "continuing story"
of the Docker Moor hoard. Since 1975 there have
now been four separate discoveries of coins from the
same point on the bank of the River Keer near Keer
Side in Whittington Parish; the time thus seems
appropriate to bring the hoard of coins together
into a single discussion. Further study of the first
find. together with study of the more recent
discoveries of 1979 and 1980 gives us the following
distribution:

Postumus 1

Victorinus 17
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8.41

11.21
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15.89

49.53

14.03

Gallienus (sole reign; A.D. 259-68)

Claudius 11 (A.D. 268-270)

Postumus (A.D. 260-268)

Victorinus (A.D. 269-271)

Tetricus I (A.D. 271-273)

Tetricus 11 (A.D. 271-273)

As to the circumstances of discovery, there was no
sign of a container, though it is of course possible
that the coins were deposited in a leather or other
fabric bag which has subsequently perished. Nor
is there anything to indicate in terms of Roman
topography why the spot was chosen; clearly
there must have been some significance, as the owner
will have chosen a place which will have concealed
his money from the casual finder, yet will have been
instantly recognizable from the point of view of his
own subsequent recovery of the coins.

The coins themselves are radiates of reasonably
good quality, and do not compare with the really
poor quality copies that make up the bulk of the
radiate hoard from Brougham (Shotter 1978a, 204).
Indeed, in many respects the closest local parallel
that can be found is the hoard from Hackensall Hall,
Knott End (Shotter 1978b, 47ff.). Both Hackensall
and Docker contain relatively low proportions of
coins of Gallienus and Postumus (A.D. 259-268)
and a large number of Claudius 11, Victorinus and
the Tetrici (A.D. 268-273). Indeed 900~of the
Docker coins are of this period, compared with 86% at
Hackensall. This contrasts sharply with such
hoards as those from Boothstown and Ulnes Walton

The hoard is, of course, of a period commonly found
in Britain, and reflects the disastrous economic
and political conditions affecting the Empire in
the second half of the third century A.D. It is
relatively small for its type, as it is not unknown
for hoards of this period to contain many thousands
of coins.

(RIC 193, 210 (2)t 329,334; 4 illegible)

(RIC 12, 31, 32, 45, 52,
9~109, 194, 265;
3 illegible)

(Illegible)

(~Ir 53 (7), 55 (4),6 2), 71, 78, 114;
7 illegible)

~RIr 47, 52, 62 (3), 67,3 2), 98, 100 (7)
106, 107, 112, 121 (3),

123, 130 (3), 140 (7),145, 146 (2), 148; 22
illegible)

~~IC 230, 235, 247, 258,o (2), 272; 8 illegible)
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Tetricus 11 15

Tetricus I 53

Claudius 11 12

Gallienus (sole reign) 9
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(Shotter 1978c, 32), which have heavier concentrations
of coins of Gallienus and Postumus.

VIII Ink-Stamped Cl~y Pipes from Lancaster District
by s. H. Penney

The existence of inns and public houses as outlets
for the sale of clay tobacco pipes during the
nineteenth century is a well known phenomenon.
Occasionally these establishments maximised their
advertising potential by the application of an
indelible ink stamp which indicated the source of the
pipe. Two such examples are known from the Lancaster
district, and this note is intended to put these on
record.

It is of course likely that Britain, as part of the
Imperium Galliarum, will have received (and copied)
a large quantity of coins of Victorinus and the
Tetrici: the make-up of the Docker hoard also suggests
that the savings-period did not commence until the
late 260s, and reflects that by that time the
generally better quality coins of Gallienus and
particularly Postumus were hard to come by, on the
principle that bad money drives good money out of
circulation.
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A heavy bowl with substantial spu r. Stamped
on the rear of the bowl in purple ink is an
oval frame surrounding an oval central panel.
The central panel contains a crown, whilst the
border carrie s the words 'HERBERT. LANCASTER I •
Bulmer's Directory of Lancaster for 1913 tells
us that J. Herbert was licensee of the Crown
Inn in St. Leonardgate.

Found by T. Knowles of Lancaster in ~ o~d
refuse tip at Lancaster New Quay: pl.pe l.n
finder's possession.

A heavy bowl with rouletting around rim. . .
Stamped into the back of the bowl before fl.rl.ng
is a circular stamp of Irish patriotic type.
It consists of a central harp with a spray
of shamrock below and surmounted by the word
'DUBLIN'. Many examples of this stamp, and
others in similar vein, are known from
Lancaster (see Contrebis, vol. 4, 33-5); they
presumably sold well amongst ex-patriot
Irishmen.

Stamped in purple ink on the front of the bowl
is an oval stamp containing the words 'J. CREEGAN.
NEW INN. MORECAME'. The New Inn was in Poul ton

Square. The pipe dates from about 1900.

Found by M. Richardson of Morecame in an old
refuse tip at West End, Morecambe. Donated
to Lancaster Museum (LM 81.76/3).
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